Adobe Room Chat Transcript
GNSO Working Session, Sunday 12 October 2014

Lars Hoffmann: (10/12/2014 08:33) Good morning---and Welcome to the second day of the GNSO Weekend session --- We will starts at 9am.
Lars Hoffmann: (08:39) If you are participating remotely and have a question for the Public Forum, please use engagement@icann.org to submit your questions anytime.
Lars Hoffmann: (09:13) The GDD Briefing has just started
Benny --- Nordreg AB: (09:23) Audio?
Lars Hoffmann: (09:23) There is no audio in the adobe?
Benny ---Nordreg AB: (09:24) Went silent
Lars Hoffmann: (09:24) @benny --- Thanks we will sort it out.
Lars Hoffmann: (09:25) You should be able to listen to audio here while the room is down. http://stream.icann.org:8000/lax51-constellation-en--lo.m3u
Lars Hoffmann: (09:25) (just Copy and paste the link into your browser)
Benny ---Nordreg AB: (09:25) and there it was back
Lars Hoffmann: (09:25) Audio should be back now in the room itself
Benny---Nordreg AB: (09:25) Thnx
Cheryl Langdon---Orr:(09:26) I am. with the ALAC ATM and will join you all mid morning
Cheryl Langdon---Orr: (09:27) I'll keep in touch here
Volker A Greimann: (09:38) ok
Edmon: (09:40) Is there any reason why the plan should not/ was not put out for a formal public comment period? Just curious... perhaps to avoid any anticipation of a second round or timelines...
Edmon: (09:51) It's a very good development (that GDD Is involved as policies are being finalized). Perhaps given that involvement, in the future GNSO Policy documents could even include a set of implementation notes which allows things to be better tied together (...maybe that already being discussed in the policy vs implemenation WG).
LizW: (10:03) And just remember that this isn't the "second" round...we've had domain name expansions in 2000, 2004 and 2012. This Is nothing new now and we need to expedite correctly and soon.
Lars Hoffmann: (10:07) The GDD Update has just concluded and we are now moving to the presentation from Theresa Swinehart.
Edmon: (10:12) Liz brings up a good point, and I very much agree with avri on the importance of not preempting the reviews to say that nothing went wrong with this round... but perhaps the 2004 round, which is essentially an extension round of the 2000 one might be a model we can try to consider again in response to James' comment and also the comment on city/geo tlds etc.
Edmon: (10:33) @steve your hypothetical issue sounds like items on IDN and universal acceptance of it ---D
Lars Hoffmann: (10:41) The update with Theresa has just concluded --- next up Fadi Chehadé
Lars Hoffmann: (10:48) Update with Fadi just starting now.
Malcolm Hutty: (10:49) is there written transcription for this session?
Josh Baulch: (10:52) Live Transcription is not available. I transcript will be posted after the meeting within 24---48hours though.
Dietmar Stefitz: (11:23) Is there a live video---Streaming available?
RP --- Tech 2: (11:27) this room does not have live video streaming. Apologies.
Dietmar Stefitz: (11:28) Thanks.
Lars Hoffmann: (11:44) slight change to the agenda we are now moving to the Name collision session
Volker A. Greimann: (11:45) For the question asked by Ron Andruff: Here are the heads on spikes: https://features.icann.org/compliance/enforcement---notices
Lars Hoffmann: (12:19) we have now reached lunch time and meeting with the ICANN Board promptly at 13:00 local time.
Soigitu Ekpe: (12:19) Hello!
Lars Hoffmann: (13:01) Hello there --- the Board---GNSO session is starting in a couple of minutes
Lars Hoffmann: (13:19) Please note that all slide decks from today's GNSO Working Session can be found here: http://bit.ly/LA51GNSOSun
Lars Hoffmann: (14:36) The GAC/GNSO Session will take place in a different Adobe Roome---please click here to follow remotely http://bit.ly/LA51GAClive